We investigate the universality classes of rank-4 colored bipartite U (1) tensor field models near the Gaussian fixed point with the functional renormalization group. In a truncation that contains all power counting relevant and marginal operators, we find a one-dimensional UV attractor that is connected with the Gaussian fixed point. Hence this is first evidence that the model could be asymptotically safe due to a mechanism similar to the one found in the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model, whose UV behavior near the Gaussian fixed point is also described by one-dimensional attractor that contains the Gaussian fixed point. However, the cancellation mechanism that is responsible for the simultaneous vanishing of the beta functions is new to tensor models, i.e. it does not occur in vector or matrix models.
INTRODUCTION
An important breakthrough in quantum gravity research was the discovery of the double-and multicritial scaling limits in matrix models [1] [2] [3] . These CFTs can be interpreted as pure 2-dimensional Euclidean quantum gravity (double scaling limit) coupled to matter (multicritical limits). These scaling limits can be found using techniques of constructive QFT. However, a very useful and unbiased tool for exploring these scaling limits is the functional renormalization group equation (FRGE) approach to matrix models [4] [5] [6] , where the scaling limits appear as UV fixed points.
It has long been suggested that the success of matrix models in 2 dimensions might be extended to higher dimensions by generalizing matrix models to tensor models [7] . Recent years have seen a lot of success in this tensor track program [8] [9] [10] , starting with the development of the colored (and bipartite) [11, 12] specialization of group field theory [13, 14] supporting a large N expansion [15] and leading to a new type of universality behavior [16, 17] and which have led to the discovery of perturbative renormalizability of a large class of tensor/group field theories [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . There is thus good motivation to explore the UV structure of colored bipartite tensor field theories with the hope to find attractors of the FRGE flow that one may be able to interpret in terms of quantum gravity.
A different lesson from matrix models was learned in the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model [30] , which can be viewed as special case of tensor field theories [19, 21] . This model was shown to be asymptotically safe near the Gaussian fixed point [31] . This asymptotic safety manifests itself in the FRGE approach as a one-dimensional UV attractor that is connected with the Gaussian fixed point [32] . The connection with the Gaussian fixed point made it technically possible to confirm asymptotic safety purely with FRGE methods in the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model.
Given the a successful application in the description of nonperturbative aspects of quantum Einstein gravity and gauge theories [33, 34] , FRGE methods [35] [36] [37] have recently been extended to tensor/group field theories with already noteworthy, though preliminary, results (it remains to understand the robustness of the results under enlargement of the truncation and the dependence on the regulator) [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Among these results, we cite the confirmation of asymptotic freedom for φ 4 -tensor theories [21, 24, 25, [27] [28] [29] , and the growing evidence of an IRfixed point which, if confirmed, strongly preludes to the study of phase transitions in such models. The different phases could emerge from a symmetry breaking mechanism leading thereby to the discovery of new vacuum states (see also how this can be formulated in the context of tensor models in [44, 45] ) and could finally validate the scenario suggesting that homogeneous and isotropic geometries could emerge from group field theory [46] .
The main result of the present letter is that a rank-4, bipartite, colored U (1) tensor field theory also exhibits a one-dimensional UV attractor that is connected with the Gaussian fixed point in a truncation that contains all power counting relevant and marginal operators of the model. The asymptotic safety suggested by this result motivates further an extension of the FRGE investigation of the model to confirm its asymptotic safety.
Besides the one-dimensional attractor, we found a number of further fixed points whose physical significance was not obvious, and which may very well be truncation artifacts. We thus abstain from the analysis of these fixed points in this letter.
MODEL AND FLOW EQUATION
The specification of a model in the FRGE setup consists of the specification of a theory space and a notion of IR-scale among the elementary degrees of freedom of the model. The elementary degrees of freedom of the model are complex rank-4 tensors φ {iq} = φ i1i2i3i4 with colored indices, namely i 1 has color 1 and so on and run from 0 to ∞. Specifically, φ {iq} can be seen as the Fourier transformed of a complex field φ : U (1) 4 → C subjected to a symmetry such that we keep the positive part of the spectrum. The geometric interpretation of φ {iq} is a discrete geometry: for rank 4 it represents a tetrahedron [14] . The IR scale of the model is set by eigenvalues of the Laplacian ∆ φ {iq} = (i with n ∈ N o . Moreover, we will assume color-rotation symmetry, i.e. that the effective average action is invariant under relabeling of index colors. Given that a tensor possesses a discrete 3-geometrical interpretation, interactions may be interpreted as 4-discrete geometries obtained by the gluing 3-geometries along their faces.
On this theory space we use Wetterich's equation
where Γ
N [φ] denotes the operator obtained by the second variation of the effective average action Γ N [φ], Tr denotes the operator trace and R N the IR-suppression operator; and where ∂ t = N ∂ N denotes the scale derivative. We will use Litim's optimized cut-off profile [47] for the IR suppression term, with δ iq,īq = δ i1ī1 δ i2ī2 δ i3ī3 δ i4ī4 ,
where Θ denotes the unit step function. To explicitly evaluate the beta functions, we will use a vertex expansion and identify operators on the RHS of the flow equation analogous to identification in matrix models.
TRUNCATION
The beta functions of operators at the Gaussian fixed point are given by the power counting dimension of the operator. This implies that, in the infinitesimal environment of the Gaussian fixed point, the power counting irrelevant operators remain vanishing, since they start with initial value zero and have negative beta functions. Thus, to investigate the infinitesimal environment of the Gaussian fixed point, one needs to consider a truncation that contains all power counting relevant and marginal operators. The power counting for the rank-4 U (1) tensor field theory is known [18] and leads to the following truncation:
with relevant and marginal interaction terms 
where the interaction terms are the symmetrization over colors (denoted by sym) of the following field monomials (repeated indices are summed) 
These interactions are graphically represented by bipartite colored graphs [12, [48] [49] [50] , see figures 1 and 2 and represent particular spherical triangulations. 
BETA FUNCTIONS AT LARGE N
The system of beta functions of the model (3) is nonautonomous, that is, it explicitly depends on the cut-off N even after introducing dimensionless couplings [40] [41] [42] [43] . This is the reflection of the existence of an external scale [51, 52] : the radius of the group manifold U (1) ∼ S 1 .
We are interested in the UV-behavior N → ∞ of the system and so, we restrict to the large N -limit of the beta functions which become autonomous. We obtain: 
The spectral sums on the RHS of the flow equation contain index dependent sums which were not known to us analytically, so we evaluated them numerically. This leads to the appearance of a numerical constant a ∈ [0.7, 0.8] in the system of beta functions. In the following, we use a = 0.7 and stress that the results are qualitatively the same for several other values in the full range of a.
UV ATTRACTOR
We now look at the fixed point condition, i.e. the condition for the simultaneous vanishing of all beta functions in the previous section. Besides a number of isolated fixed points (whose physical significance we can not judge in the present truncation), we find a one-dimensional attractor going through the Gaussian fixed point that is characterized by g 4,1 = 0 and g 6,1 = −g 6,2 . This second condition is genuinely new to tensor models (i.e. it does not appear in matrix models) since it corresponds to a cancellation between the effects of the two power counting marginal six point interactions. The UV attractor can be parametrized by a parameter λ:
We trust our truncation near the Gaussian fixed point and the vertex expansion as long as we are far away from m * = −1. Near the Gaussian fixed point, and for λ > 0, we have g * 6,1 < 0, so it is unclear whether the action is bounded from below or not, since this depends on the relative growing of the two marginal six point monomials.
There is no flow tangent to the attractor, i.e. the direction
(13) at a fixed point parametrized by λ is a completely marginal deformation of the fixed point. The attractor contains the Gaussian fixed point, which is attained at λ = 0 in our parametrization. This is analogous to the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model, which also contains a line of fixed points that emanates from the Gaussian fixed point.
The Hessian at the attractor depends on the parameter λ and is given by the matrix ∂ gj β i of the form 
The exactly vanishing critical exponent θ 1 is associated with the tangent direction to the attractor. The eigenvalues θ is an irrelevant deformation of the attractor, which also turns marginal in the Gaussian limit.
We can thus understand the critical surface associated with the attractor. Since we are interested in the Gaussian fixed point, we concern ourselves with the power counting relevant directions m and g 4,1 which are turned on by the flow. We can thus project the flow onto the three-dimensional space of power-counting marginal couplings, which we depict in figure 3 . The figure is explained as follows: The blue curve indicates the location of the attractor, which contains the Gaussian fixed point (red dot). The light green surface indicates the critical surface associated with this attractor and the arrows on the critical surface indicate the flow towards the IR (i.e. the relevant deformations of the attractor). The length of the green arrows indicates the strength of the flow. This shows graphically that the relevant deformation turns marginal at the Gaussian fixed point.
CONCLUSION
In this letter we investigated a bipartite, colored U (1) tensor field theory of rank-4 with color permutation symmetry with the functional renormalization group equation. We are in particular interested in the UV-behavior of the system very close to the Gaussian fixed point. We thus consider a truncation that contains all power counting relevant and marginal operators of the theory space. In this truncation we find a one-dimensional attractor that is connected with the Gaussian fixed point. This attractor is due to a cancellation of the contributions of the two power counting marginal six point interactions of the tensor model and is thus a genuinely new effect that can as such not appear in matrix models.
This one-dimensional attractor provides evidence that the rank-4 tensor model is asymptotically safe in a manner analogous to the Grosse-Wulkenhaar model, where asymptotic safety is found as a one-dimensional UV attractor that contains the Gaussian fixed point. Since rank-4 tensor models where developed as models for 4 dimensional Euclidean quantum gravity, this evidence for asymptotic safety and the genuinely new cancellation mechanism that causes it, could have important consequences for quantum gravity.
The present work therefore corrects the conclusion of the perturbative flow analysis of the very same rank-4 φ 6 model in a previous paper [26] (partly also reported in [21] ) claiming that the model is asymptotically free in the UV. The perturbative calculations in that reference were performed at 4-loop order, due a cancellation of the beta function in one sector (i.e. g 6;1 ) at first loops (already providing strong evidence of asymptotic safety). However, the unclear use of coupling scaling dimensions and the approximations made in that paper to push the calculations to higher order loops, cast obviously doubt on their validity and on the system of beta functions. At the same time, this work corroborates (with the well understood limits of FRGE truncations) asymptotic safety for φ 6 -models predicted in the group field theory context [28] . In the Gaussian limit of renormalizable tensor theories, one expects [29] , that the wave function renormalization tends to dominate the coupling renormalization, making the model either asymptotically free or asymptotically safe.
